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ABSTRACT

Objective: To qualitatively explore influences identified by overweight/obese pregnant women on food choices and physical activity (PA) behaviours; to determine the impact of
pregnancy on these factors; and to inform development of future lifestyle interventions during pregnancy.

**Design:** Cross-sectional interview study.

**Setting:** Maternity Hospital, Ireland.

**Participants:** Pregnant women (n = 22), early pregnancy Body Mass Index > 25kg/m²

**Measures:** Barriers to and facilitators of healthy eating and PA in overweight/obese pregnancy. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed using inductive thematic analysis.

**Findings:** Overweight/obese women perceived the following factors to influence their food choices and PA behaviours: personal (e.g. age, enjoyment, health, aesthetic appearance, and response to fatigue); social (e.g. social support, food modelling, social facilitation and weight bias) and environmental (e.g. food salience and the obesogenic environment). These factors affected PA and food choice trajectories differently according to socio-economic and socio-cultural context.

**Conclusion and Implications:** Personal, social and environmental factors affect food choices and PA behaviours. Pregnancy is a powerful stimulus for positive changes in food choices particularly. This change is driven by desire for healthy pregnancy outcome, and is not intrinsically motivated. Healthy lifestyle interventions should aim to sustain positive changes beyond pregnancy through: empowerment, intrinsic motivation, family-centred approach, and behavioural goals.

**Keywords:** Qualitative research; food preference; physical activity; health behavior; pregnancy; lifestyle change.
Food choice and physical activity behaviours are influenced by many factors. These factors may be personal factors such as ideals, or they may be social, contextual or environmental factors (Edwards & Tsouros, 2006; Furst et al., 1991). These influencing factors are embedded within the life course and fluctuate across the life course (Devine et al., 2000; Devine & Olsen, 1991; Devine & Olsen, 1992). Pregnancy may be considered a life event which can alter the trajectory of food choices and physical activity behaviours (Basset-Gunter et al., 2013).

The antenatal period represents an optimal time for lifestyle intervention because pregnant women have regular contact with health care professionals, and are often motivated to make health behavioural changes that may optimise the outcome of their pregnancy (Anderson, 2001; Inskip et al., 2009; Ruggiero et al., 2000). This potential window for lifestyle change is particularly important for overweight (body mass index (BMI) ≥ 25kg/m$^2$) and obese (BMI ≥ 30kg/m$^2$) pregnant women, who account for approximately 50% of all pregnancies in Western countries (Branum et al., 2016; Health and Social Care Information Centre, 2015; McKeating et al., 2015; National Maternity Hospital, 2011). Research indicates that this obstetric group is at significantly higher risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes compared to normal-weight women. These adverse outcomes include hypertension and gestational diabetes (GDM) for the mother (Arendas et al., 2008; Frederick et al., 2006; O'Brien et al., 2003) and birth injury and risk of childhood and adulthood obesity for the baby (Adamo et al., 2012; Gardiner et al., 2011; Guihard-Costa et al., 2004; Weisman et al., 2010). Maternal obesity also incurs a greater financial cost for obstetric care (Department of Health (UK), 2013; Safefood, 2012). Furthermore, it has been found that pregnant women typically have poor compliance with dietary and physical activity guidelines during pregnancy.
(McGowan & McAuliffe, 2013; Siega-Riz et al., 2002) and often exceed gestational weight gain recommendations (Walsh et al., 2012).

To change the health behaviours of women of childbearing age, it is important to gain a comprehensive understanding of these influencing factors on physical activity and food choice trajectory within the life course, and particularly throughout pregnancy (Devine et al., 2000; Devine & Olsen, 1991; Devine & Olsen, 1992). Identification of the factors that influence overweight and obese pregnant women may assist in developing more targeted lifestyle interventions during pregnancy, which may lead to greater acceptability of and compliance with lifestyle interventions during pregnancy. To date, there have been several qualitative studies examining the factors that overweight and obese women perceive to influence their food choices and physical activity behaviours during pregnancy (Atkinson et al., 2016; Bianchi et al., 2016; Heery et al., 2013; Jelsma et al., 2016; Padmanabhan et al., 2015; Sui et al., 2013; Sui et al., 2013a; Weir et al., 2010). However, much of this research focuses on exploring the event of pregnancy itself, with little emphasis placed on the role of historical context - past events and experiences - which may have shaped the beliefs and attitudes of these women before they even approach the life event that is pregnancy.

The primary aim of the current study was to qualitatively explore the various factors within the life course, both past and present, that overweight and obese pregnant women perceive to influence their food choice and physical activity behaviours. The study also endeavoured to inform the development of future lifestyle interventions during pregnancy.

METHODS

Ethical Approval
This study was conducted according to the guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki and all procedures involving human participants were approved by the X Ethics Committee. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants upon recruitment.

**Theoretical Framework**

A cross-sectional interview study was conducted according to the recommendations of the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ) (Tong et al., 2007). The study explored factors that overweight and obese pregnant women perceived to influence their food choices and physical activity behaviours. The theoretical framework of the study was grounded in the Food Choice Process Model (Furst et al., 2006) and the Social Ecological Model of the Determinants of Physical Activity (Edward & Tsouros, 2006). The Food Choice Process Model categorises influences as ideals, personal factors, resources, social factors and contexts. The Social Ecological Model of the Determinants of Physical Activity illustrates how, in order to impact physical activity in the modern societal structure, a multitude of factors need to be addressed. It is therefore important to maximise the effectiveness of lifestyle interventions taking place during pregnancy by determining what factors this population group perceive to facilitate or hinder healthier lifestyle choices. These influences can affect people’s behaviour indirectly by acting as barriers or enablers to motivation (Lent et al., 2000). This study employed inductive thematic analysis methodology to explore these influences, which future interventions promoting healthy eating and physical activity in pregnancy may incorporate as an evidence-based framework.

**Participant Selection**
The interview component of the study comprised of twenty-two women who were purposively sampled from the outpatient department in the X. Inclusion criteria stipulated that the women must be aged between 18 and 45 years, have a singleton pregnancy, have an early pregnancy BMI ranging between 25.0 kg/m² and 39.9 kg/m², and have no history of diabetes or other relevant medical disorders. Purposive sampling (Murray, 1999) was used to ensure equal representation of parity and educational attainment. Educational attainment was categorised into the highest level of completed education – either completion of secondary school only or completion of higher levels of education. Equal representation of parity was considered important because published studies in this area indicate that parity influences women’s food choices and physical activity behaviours (Olson, 2005), the central theme of the current study. Educational attainment is a known indicator of socio-economic group (Galobardes et al., 2006). Several published studies suggest that women with lower educational attainment tend to have poorer health behaviours than their non-disadvantaged counterparts (McCartney et al., 2013). Therefore, it was deemed prudent to include participants of various parity and educational attainment in order to capture the views from women across different life stages and socio-economic strata, which may influence food choices and physical activity behaviours.

Eligible women were approached in person at their 28-week antenatal appointment, and the purpose and methods of the interview were explained. Recruitment occurred between July 2013 and January 2014, allowing for a staged interview process that accommodated all participants being interviewed at approximately the same point of their pregnancy. Women who agreed partook in a face-to-face interview at 34 weeks’ gestation. Recruitment ceased when no new relevant information was acquired from the interviews which indicated that data saturation was reached (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Participants were not offered financial incentives to participate in the study.
Setting

The study took place at the X, Ireland. The interviews were conducted in a meeting room in the maternity hospital during the 34th week of pregnancy.

The Interview

Semi-structured in-depth interviews were co-ordinated by an Irish, nulliparous female research dietitian with interviewing skills and knowledge of maternal nutrition. While incongruity between the interviewer and participants of other backgrounds can sometimes present problems, the selection of a settings-based, informal discussion format, and particularly the familiarity of the interviewer, who was engaged with the women from the time of initial recruitment, appeared to overcome any such issues. Several steps were taken to minimise social desirability bias. For example, participants were assured by the interviewer at the opening of the interview that their responses would have no impact on their antenatal care or treatment by the research team; the pressure of social desirability bias was highlighted by the interviewer and participants were encouraged to provide an honest account of their experience rather than what they thought the interviewer wanted to hear; and leading questions were avoided. No other persons were present during the interviews.

Each interview followed a qualitative topic list (see Supplementary Material) based on a range of a priori themes:

i. Perceptions of a healthy diet and physical activity;
ii. Perceived barriers to healthy eating and physical activity;
iii. Perceptions of the impact of pregnancy on health-related behaviours.
These themes had been highlighted in the literature and during research team discussions as factors that influence diet and physical activity behaviours among pregnant women. The list was also informed by observations from quantitative fieldwork that had been carried out previously on this cohort, both from data captured in questionnaires, and from further ad hoc commentary by participants. The topic list was guided by the life course perspective, allowing consideration of the origins of behaviours and allowing history and context to explain current thoughts, feelings and actions around diet and exercise. To minimise potential interview bias, the provisional topic list was piloted with the first five participants. Following these initial five qualitative interviews, the topic list was carefully reviewed against the interview transcripts and found to be valid. Therefore, no changes were made to the list and the data collected from the initial five interviews were also included in the final analysis.

The interviews focused primarily on the women’s behaviours, attitudes (including perceived influences) and knowledge, both prior to and during pregnancy. Prior to each interview, the purpose and nature of the interview was verbally explained to the participant, and participants were assured of confidentiality and anonymity. The interviews were digitally recorded. Field notes describing body language, speech inflections and nuances were also noted after each interview to provide a richer understanding of the interview (Charmaz, 2006). The audio files were transcribed verbatim by an outsourced transcription service, and were checked and anonymised using WavePad Sound Editor – Masters Edition (© NCH Software, Colorado) by the interviewer. Transcripts from each interview were discussed with members of the research team for dependability and amendments were made as appropriate. They were then coded on Microsoft® Word (2010) with a unique identifier prior to analysis.
Data Analysis

All transcripts were manually analysed by the interviewer (X) using inductive thematic analysis. This involved separation of the constituent elements of the discussion into a hierarchy of thematic categories (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Several steps were taken to enhance the reliability and validity of the research: leading questions were avoided throughout all interviews; memory checks were carried out at the end of each interview; and a sample of the transcripts were independently thematically analysed by a separate researcher (X) to avoid inter-observer bias when interpreting the interviews. Due to time constraints, transcripts were not returned to participants for comment, and participants were not invited to provide feedback on the subsequent findings.

RESULTS

Participant Demographics

Forty-two women were invited to participate in interviews. Eight women were excluded due to medical complications, such as placenta previa or rupture of membranes, because their antenatal experience may not have been representative of the vast majority of participants. Four women were excluded due to GDM diagnoses at 28 weeks’ gestation. Six of the forty-two eligible women declined participation, citing occupation-related time constraints or child-minding responsibilities as reasons for non-participation. A further two women could not attend the interview as scheduled. Twenty-two women completed one interview each between July 2013 and January 2014 (64.7% response rate). Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of these participants who completed interviews. The mean length of the interviews was 46 minutes (range 24–63 minutes).
The names of respondents and any other identifying information were changed to protect their anonymity. Many influences on food choice and physical activity were identified by participants. The women endeavoured to make positive food choices during pregnancy, while they reported a significant decline in physical activity during pregnancy. Their perceived influences are presented below as personal, social and environmental factors. In reality, it is likely that these elements interact at a functional level to create a complex ‘web’ of interrelated factors which either support or undermine food choices and physical activity behaviours.

Personal Factors

Throughout the interviews, many of the women cited personal factors such as fatigue, age, and taste preferences as primary determinants of food choice and physical activity behaviours outside of pregnancy. Response to these personal factors appeared to be culturally learned, whereby sub-cultural differences emerged between groups. Beliefs and ideals about food and physical activity varied greatly across the lifespan. For example, many of the women described how, prior to pregnancy, they had previously practiced cognitive dietary restraint in order to achieve an aesthetically-pleasing or desired body weight and shape. The younger women in their twenties appeared more likely to choose food based on convenience, taste, cravings and most commonly ‘weight-restriction’, with little regard for the impact on their health (Figure 1).

However, this fixation on calories appeared to weaken with age and with the onset of pregnancy, as their trajectories became more heavily influenced by food quality and health-giving properties of ‘healthy’ food and physical activity, rather than energy content and its
effect on aesthetic appearance. Appreciation of the health-giving benefits of physical activity was heavily influenced by socio-cultural context whereby women of higher educational attainment and older age demonstrated a high level of future salience, believing exercise would improve both their short- and long-term health (Figure 2).

Equally, while there was a tacit acceptance of the role that physical activity played in a ‘healthy’ pregnancy among younger women of lower educational attainment, this often didn’t extend to more abstract concepts like the protective effect of these behaviours on *long-term* health. The exception to this was parity, whereby multiparous women perceived a ‘healthy’ diet and physical activity as key factors in longevity, and described how this motivated them to exercise (Figure 3).

Parity appeared to have a mixed effect on the women’s physical activity behaviours. Multiparous women claimed to have a higher level of ‘informal’ physical activity, for example, carrying children or running after a child in the home, but a lower level of ‘formal’ activity, for example, exercise classes or gym membership. However, these multiparous women also regarded physical activity as a key value that they wanted to pass on to their children. They felt that by partaking in regular physical activity they were acting as good role model for their children (Figure 4).

Similar to the potent effect of parity and age on health behaviours, the period of pregnancy represented an even more powerful stimulant for positive behavioural change. The women appeared to be primarily motivated to change behaviour due to a sense of responsibility for their unborn baby and a desire for healthy fetal development and pregnancy outcome. In essence, they perceived any healthy lifestyle changes as a sacrificial necessity for the benefit of others, rather than being a pleasurable change that was intrinsically motivated or for personal gain (Figure 5).
In addition to the personal factors above, the women recognised external social influences in their microenvironments as being determinants of their food choices and physical activity behaviours. For example, the women were highly influenced by social facilitation – when eating in the presence of others, usually their partner or close friends or peers who consistently ate either a lot or a little, the women tended to mirror this behaviour by also eating similar quantities. They perceived pressure when eating in certain groups to eat more, and to eat less healthily, particularly during social ‘occasions’. However, contrary to social facilitation, when the women ate in the presence of others who they perceived to be observing or evaluating them, they tended to eat less than they would otherwise eat alone. Social support from these groups appeared to provide motivation, improved self-efficacy, companionship, and a greater likelihood of engaging in physical activity. This suggests that family, friends and partners may play a significant role in influencing these women’s behaviours, particularly during periods of lifestyle change, such as pregnancy (Figure 6).

The women alluded to food—and physical activity—modelling as affecting positive behavioural changes in their lives, but through two manifestations. Firstly, they perceived their parents to be powerful role models who were central to the embedding of lifelong diet and exercise habits from childhood onwards. Their dietary habits and experience of physical activity in their childhood seemed to significantly influence their health behaviours as adults. Secondly, the women appeared to mirror their parents’ behaviours towards their own children, or carried the intention to do so, in the case of the nulliparous women. They regarded themselves as role models for their children and were eager to instil healthy lifestyle habits in their offspring (Figure 4).
While close social relationships appeared to foster healthier behaviours, for some, the influence of the wider social environment was often identified as being less nurturing. Some obese women recalled feeling victimised by others due to their weight, often through prejudicial weight-based stereotyping, which attributed negative characteristics such as laziness, poor willpower or inferiority. One woman provided a particularly illuminating insight into the nature and origins of weight bias and its damaging consequences on self-efficacy, confidence and body image (Figure 7).

**Environmental Factors**

While the above personal and social factors were found to play active roles in these women’s food choices and physical activity behaviours, situational context also impacted the women in many ways. Both micro-environmental phenomena, such as food salience within the home, and macro-environmental phenomena, such as the obesogenic and economic environments, profoundly influenced these women’s food choices and physical activity behaviours. Within the micro-environment of the home, increased food salience in one's environment appeared to increase food consumption. Many women described how stocking the store cupboard with unhealthy snack foods detrimentally affected their diets, with some women reciting “If it’s not there, it cannot be eaten”.

This embedded desire to avoid an obesogenic environment within the home was also apparent on a substantially larger scale within the society in which these women live. Although some women believed unprocessed foods were less expensive than high-fat and high-sugar processed foods, the general consensus was that the environment in which these women live is one in which the healthy choice is not the easy choice. Participants raised a plethora of factors that they believed contributed to obesity levels, including the cost of fruit,
vegetables and lean meat, large portion sizes in food and beverage outlets, and a lack of food skills. These contradictory statements highlighted that while these women desire to make good food choices, they perceived the environment in which they live as a powerful determinant of their ability to do so.

Similar perceptions were identified for the effect of the built environment on physical activity behaviours. The women made reference to the urbanisation that has occurred rapidly in the last 30 years, and how in some instances, this has led to poorly-designed environments which place little priority for ‘active transport’ between the infrastructures. For example, the women felt that the urban and suburban environments in which they live were primarily designed for cars rather than walking or cycling. Furthermore, they perceived the lifestyle associated with an urban setting to focus on inactive pastimes such as cinema trips, eating out or ordering takeaways, with each of these activities displacing a potential opportunity for physical activity (Figure 8).

The women’s experience of their environment was also dependent on situational context and past experiences. For example, several women identified socio-cultural upbringing and educational attainment as determinants of what foods they were exposed to and, by extension, what eating behaviours were formed. These factors determined the availability of resources to purchase healthier, more nutrient-rich food, as well as a distinctly superior knowledge of healthy eating guidelines (Figure 9).
Principal findings

The data presented above indicates that pregnancy is indeed a powerful stimulant for positive behavioural change. However, during this life event, overweight and obese pregnant women perceive healthy changes to their food choices and physical activity behaviours to be sacrificial necessities for the benefit of their growing offspring, rather than being a pleasurable change that is intrinsically motivated for their own personal gain. This raises the question of whether lifestyle changes are likely to be sustained post-partum, once the reason for positive behavioural change no longer exists.

Secondly, close social relationships appeared to foster healthier behaviours during pregnancy; parental influence from their childhood and positive reinforcement from their partners and family shape their current habits; and the women themselves regarded themselves as role models for their children and were eager to instil healthy lifestyle habits in their offspring. However, our findings indicate that some obese pregnant women will have experienced weight bias and victimisation in the past by the wider social environment, resulting in poor self-efficacy, confidence and body image. This suggests that healthy lifestyle interventions for overweight and obese pregnant women should focus on healthy food choices and physical activity behaviours rather than numerical goals which may seem unattainable to them, or warnings about the dangers of obesity in pregnancy, as most of them are already acutely aware of the adverse effect their obesity could have on their pregnancy (Nitert et al., 2011).

Lastly, environmental factors appear to exert either positive or negative influences on pregnant women’s lifestyle behaviours depending on one’s locus of health control. In essence, those with an ‘internal health locus’ perceived their health to be under their own control, while those with an ‘external health locus’ appear to perceive their health to be
determined by chance or external factors over which they have no control. For example, the women attempted to manipulate their micro-environments to support healthy behaviours, although they felt that the wider obesogenic macro-environment in which they lived undermined their efforts to do so. This sense of control was governed by individual socio-economic context, with those who considered themselves to be of higher socio-economic status to have more control over their present and future health behaviours. This finding is supported by previous work demonstrating the association between locus of health control, socio-economic status and dietary and physical activity habits (Callaghan, 1998; Lachman & Weaver, 1998; Martikainen et al., 2003; Wardle & Steptoe, 2003).

**Comparison with literature in the area**

Whilst there is increasing research interest in healthy lifestyle interventions during overweight and obese pregnancy, only a few studies to date have explored the factors that these women perceive to influence their food choices and/or physical activity behaviours (Atkinson et al., 2016; Bianchi et al., 2016; Heery et al., 2013; Jelsma et al., 2016; Padmanabhan et al., 2015; Sui et al., 2013; Sui et al., 2013a; Weir et al., 2010). Our findings are consistent with prior research showing that a healthy pregnancy outcome is a major motivating factor to make healthier food choices during pregnancy (Bianchi et al., 2016; Jelsma et al., 2016; Padmanabhan et al., 2015; Sui et al., 2013; Weir et al., 2010). This supports our hypothesis that overweight and obese pregnant women are not intrinsically motivated – they make healthy changes not for their own benefit, and therefore may be unlikely to sustain these changes postpartum (Braver et al., 2014).

Our findings highlighted that this group of women are likely to have struggled with weight management in the past, and this has impacted their confidence and self-efficacy to make and sustain positive lifestyle choices in the present and future. This corroborates the
findings of Sui et al. (2013) and Weir et al. (2010) that overweight and obese pregnant women often have low self-efficacy in their ability to make healthy lifestyle changes, even if they are eager to do so. Cramp et al. (2009) also identified that higher levels of self-efficacy to exercise are associated with more physical activity during pregnancy. It strengthens the case to be made for healthy lifestyle interventions that incorporate strategies to enhance self-efficacy. This may also explain the low levels of adherence to antenatal diet and exercise interventions that have been described in similar populations.

Previous research has similarly identified that support from family and friends is a particularly strong enabler of healthy lifestyle change in pregnancy (Heery et al., 2013; Jelsma et al., 2016; Sui et al., 2013). This once again highlights the importance of involving family and friends in future health interventions during pregnancy.

While our study provided many findings consistent with published research in the area, a novel, although unsurprising, finding of our research was the influence that historical context exerts over present-day beliefs, ideals and habits regarding food choices and physical activity behaviours. However, the fundamental value of this study is that it corroborates previous findings in this area in an Irish population. In doing so, it adds to the weight of evidence from similar qualitative studies conducted in developed countries, thereby increasing confidence that previous findings were not limited to their particular participants and are likely to be reflected globally in communities with a similar socio-economic diversity.

**Implications for practice**

The findings of this qualitative study have numerous implications for future lifestyle interventions for overweight and obese pregnant women. The findings indicate that pregnancy is undoubtedly a stimulus for positive changes in food choices, and to a lesser
extent, physical activity behaviours. It is important that healthcare professionals take advantage of this window of opportunity to instil healthy behaviours in overweight and obese pregnant women as this is a time when they are truly open to receiving health messages.

i. **Intrinsic motivation to extend healthy behaviours beyond pregnancy**

Our findings highlighted that overweight and obese pregnant women are primarily motivated to change behaviour due to external factors, e.g. healthy fetal development, rather than their own desire to make healthy changes for personal gain. This raises the question that if health behavioural changes made during pregnancy are viewed as short-term ‘sacrifices’ rather than long-term lifestyle changes, they may be unlikely to be sustainable after pregnancy. This supposition identifies the need to communicate alternative reasons to make sustainable, long-term health behavioural changes, aside from the association between adequate nutrition and physical activity with healthy pregnancy outcome. These women appear to identify with a ‘carer’ role and therefore targeting other factors that they perceive to influence food choice and physical activity behaviours may increase intrinsic motivation to sustain healthy behavioural changes both during and after pregnancy. Bianchi *et al.* (2016) also identified this shift in motivation locus, and suggested that focussing on the wellbeing of both fetus and mother could ‘positively internalise’ motivation. For example, an intervention could highlight the importance of being a good role model for their children who primarily learn early food habits from their parents (Østbye *et al.*, 2013). Similarly, multiparous overweight and obese women could be motivated to exercise if they understand its association with healthy gestational weight gain and improved fitness which may help them to ‘keep up with’ their children (Gardiner *et al.*, 2012). Highlighting the impact of healthy lifestyle changes on risk of chronic diseases may also improve long-term adherence to behaviour change in older or higher-educated women, who displayed greater future salience than their opposite counterparts.
ii. **Use a family-centred and socially-supported approach:**

Women’s friends, families and particularly children are crucial for building a support network throughout the course of the interventions. Lifestyle interventions must be tailored to work around family life, for example, activities with children, easily-prepared meals that the rest of the family will eat too. By exploiting their self-perception as a role model for their children, the importance of lifestyle change may be understood to a greater extent. Similar to the findings of previous studies (Heery et al., 2013), multiparous women recalled being much busier than they had been during their first pregnancy, largely due to child-minding and occupational responsibilities. These women perceived a good support system in one’s social environment as essential for adhering to healthy behaviours despite their demanding lifestyle. The findings of the current analysis support the theory by Heery et al. (2013) that multiparous women may benefit from antenatal education that incorporates time-efficient strategies for integrating healthy eating and physical activity into their daily routines during pregnancy, for example, recommending physical activities that centre around family activities and which do not require a child-minder, or provision of healthy meal ideas that are suitable and acceptable to all family members.

iii. **Empowerment**

While it is evident that these women are eager to make healthy lifestyle choices, they feel that the wider obesogenic macro-environment in which they live undermines their efforts to do so. Maintaining an internal locus of health control empowers people to make healthier choices despite the challenges in their environment. Therefore, healthy lifestyle interventions for overweight and obese pregnant women should address the barriers to healthy living that are most commonly cited by this population group – these factors have been identified by Sui et al. (2013a) as pregnancy symptoms, psychological feelings, low income, the environment, lack of time and child care. The same study also found that overweight and obese pregnant
women are more sensitive to barriers than enablers, indicating that future studies promoting healthy eating and physical activity should address barriers; by challenging these barriers to change, the locus of health control may be re-aligned to an internal locus.

Furthermore, accounts from the women indicate that many of them have a history of dieting and may have experienced weight bias in the past, resulting in low self-efficacy and little confidence in their ability to make and sustain positive dietary and physical activity changes. Therefore, the use of *behavioural* goals rather than *numerical* targets may be more empowering and attainable for these women. For example, instead of describing the amount of weight that they should gain during pregnancy, set a goal of 30 minutes of moderate intensity exercise at least 5 days per week, and discuss how this might realistically fit in to their lifestyle. The rate of weight gain varies significantly throughout pregnancy, and if the woman is gaining over or under this rate, it may cause her unnecessary anxiety. Choosing behavioural goals gives the woman a sense of control and ownership over weight gain; she will know that regardless of her rate of weight gain, she is completing the recommended amount of exercise for a healthy pregnancy. Additionally, exploring strategies that have worked in the past; encouraging the women to talk about their past and present successes; and drawing attention to success in other areas of their life can also be empowering and help to raise confidence in their ability to make and sustain healthy behavioural changes (Rapoport & Pearson, 2007).

**Strengths and limitations**

This paper adds value to the weight of evidence from other qualitative studies conducted in developed countries which explore overweight and obese women’s perspectives on perceived influences on food choice and physical activity. Our findings confirm that, in an Irish pregnant population, women’s barriers and enablers to engaging in exercise and making
healthy food choices during pregnancy are similar to those reported elsewhere. Thus, future behaviour-change healthy lifestyle interventions among overweight and obese pregnant women, that may be found to induce positive changes, may indeed be translatable to numerous populations. The reported findings were strengthened using COREQ (Tong et al., 2007), the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research. Purposive sampling using a large sample ensured representation of all levels of educational attainment and parity was a key strength of the study. A wide range of measures were employed to strengthen the validity of the data, including triangulation analysis by a third party. The women were also interviewed in late pregnancy (34 weeks’ gestation), which allowed them to describe their changing food choice and physical activity trajectory prior to and during each stage of pregnancy. However, while social desirability bias was minimised, lifestyle behaviours are self-reported, and may be subject to bias. It is also possible that the women recruited to take part in these qualitative interviews were more motivated and interested in healthy eating and exercise than the general pregnancy population, by the very nature of their interest in partaking in the qualitative interviews. Another limitation of the study is that results may not be generalisable to pregnant women with a BMI less than 25 kg/m$^2$. However, the purpose of qualitative research is to gain deeper understanding, not to generate generalisable results.

**Conclusions**

The current study identified that pregnancy is a powerful stimulus for positive changes in food choices and, to a lesser extent, physical activity behaviours. This change is driven by a sense of duty to the fetus, and a desire for healthy pregnancy outcome; therefore, as this change is not intrinsically motivated, changes made during pregnancy may not be sustained long-term. Healthy lifestyle interventions for overweight and obesity should aim to sustain positive changes beyond pregnancy by intrinsically motivating and empowering these
women, and by employing a family-centred and socially-supported approach which focuses on behavioural goals, rather than numerical targets.

**Unanswered questions and future research**

The potential of sustaining positive antenatal behavioural changes beyond pregnancy itself needs to be investigated further, as well as the influence of including partners, family and friends in these antenatal interventions, as well as the role that empowerment and self-efficacy plays in this behavioural change. A randomised controlled trial incorporating these elements in the intervention group would be useful to establish the specific type of antenatal intervention that will support overweight and obese pregnant women to make and sustain healthier food choices and physical activity during pregnancy and beyond.
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Table 1. Characteristics of interview participants as recorded in early* pregnancy (n = 22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early pregnancy weight (kg)</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMI category</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥3rd level education†</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Caucasian‡</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primiparous</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data recorded between 12-18 weeks gestation; †Attainment of college/university bachelor degree or higher; ‡Other ethnic background of cohort was Caucasian European.
“I suppose just as the years progress, you know, you have to think for the future, because what you do right now will definitely benefit you for the future. And that’s the way I look on it, you know. I think in your early twenties, you’re out and what not and you know, your whole perspective on life completely changes.”

— Mary, age 30, nulliparous, BMI 25, white Irish, 3rd level education

“To keep myself healthy, I have two young kids you know I want to be able to see them grow up.”

— Deborah, age 44, parity 2, BMI 26, white Irish, 2nd level education

“I don’t want to sit there on the side line, clapping and thinking that they’re great and knowing me, a big fat ass, as I’m driving them to all their sporting activities…. When I had my daughter, I just thought I have to get myself under control, because I never want her to be battling with her weight. And the only way I can do that is by sorting myself out and that she’ll only ever see me as being active and fit and healthy…. For her I wanted her to know that it wasn’t good enough to be getting heavy and to be suffering with health problems and your weight going up and down.”

— Nicole, age 36, parity 4, BMI 25, white Irish, 3rd level education

“All of a sudden you get pregnant and you’re like, right, I really should be doing A, B, C and D…. If you’re so used to yourself there’s a certain sense of I suppose complacency there, whereas suddenly when you’re pregnant, it’s novel, you’ve never been pregnant before, you don’t know what to do, right, but you know the way you’re going isn’t the way you know….. When you have a little one inside you have a responsibility to the little one, you’ve a responsibility to yourself and you have a responsibility to your partner because they are too involved in this, like they have created this little one too.”

— Dianne, age 39, parity 0, BMI 25, white Irish, 2nd level education

“I think in all honesty if there was somebody with me, like as in ‘Come on now, Wednesday at seven we are going to the gym’ or knocking on your door and ‘We are going for the walk’ I wouldn’t bail, I’d be very committed. But because I can bail on myself I’ll just think ‘Oh, I’ll do it tomorrow’.”

— Gwen, age 33, parity 1, BMI 27, white Irish, 2nd level education
“I was always heavy and tall and so school sport, I hated it, and then the argument of the teacher that ‘You can’t’, you know, ‘You’re not living up to the standards’. But what was the problem... That the teacher is already having the mark on you ‘Oh you’re overweight and you’re heavy and you’re just fat and lazy’ and so it doesn’t... that person doesn’t have the time nor the will to guide you to do the kind of sport that suits your certain state... going into a gym and seeing all these muscles around is for me just a kind of parade of arrogance. I mean you know they don’t need to go to the gym... I didn’t fit in.”  
– Susan, age 35, parity 1, BMI 38, White European, 3rd level education

“I think city life is probably not good for me... Takeaways and stuff, everything is delivered, you find stuff to do that’s not even that active, like go to the cinema... It’s just too easy to be bold.”  
– Polly, age 29, parity 1, BMI 26, white Irish, 3rd level education

“It used to be so expensive for Cornflakes and so cheap for porridge and it was always if you had less money you made you already made better choices... Now I don’t know how they are doing chocolate and doughnuts so cheap... The people eating free range eggs and whole grain bread are middle class... They are educated people.”  
– Kelly, age 34, nulliparous, BMI 26, white Irish, 3rd level education

Highlights (for review)

Key Messages:
• Personal, social and environmental factors affect food choice/physical activity behaviours.
• Pregnancy was a stimulus for positive changes in food choices.
• Motivated by duty to baby and desire for healthy fetal development/pregnancy outcome.
• Strategies: behavioural goals, intrinsically motivate/empower, ensure social support.